
2 HOUR HOUSE WORKSHOP
FAQ’s

Question: What is 2HourHouse? 
 

Answer:    The 2Hour House (2HH) is a series of books, videos, and workshops that will help  
   turn your impossibles into an IS-possible.   Shifting the global mindset.

   The 2Hour House approach uses practical and powerful principles designed to create  
   real change in whatever you apply them to. It teaches that by sometimes breaking rules  
   we are all capable of achieving our goals and breaking records.

 Question:   What makes 2HourHouse different? 

Answer:   The Herman Report suggests that 80% of Americans are working at 40% 
   capacity, because they don’t have a strong belief in their true principle.  Which  
   teaches us that creating a challenging and stimulating work environment can  
   make an immediate and extraordinary change in the human spirit and, more  
	 	 	 remarkably,	have	a	profound	influence	on	our	success	principle.

   In addition to sound motivational and organizational principles and other important  
   business takeaways, audiences are interested in the experience. Learning how to break  
   the myth of what appears to be our normal limits, and stepping into a place where  
   our work and personal playground is bigger- with more to offer, is the goal of this         
   unique series.  In other words, being part of a quantum leap of self-expectation, so  
   that participants begin to focus on the possibilities –rather than their perceived reality,  
   is the mission of the 2 Hour House.  It is our childhood dream of “What if I could   
   make this come true?’ actually happening.

   By using certain ”standardized information seeking techniques”  the 2 Hour House  
   customizes programs to  the needs of individual companies-and use a number of easy  
   to understand analogies to anchor each critical process.

   One of the unique approaches of the program is the use footage from the actual 2 Hour  
   House project-which successfully built a 2300 square foot house in less than 3 hours.   
   The video brings the principles to life in an exciting and easy to understand example.  
   We don’t just talk about it. WE DID IT and we will show you how!  
 

Question:   Who benefits from these workshops?  
 

Answer:   Everyone.  



WE DID IT!   You Can Too!  We’ll Show You How! 
2 Hour House  P.O. Box 108,  Whitehouse, TX 75791  

1-903-839-3939 http://www.2hourhouse.com 

Question:  What is the benefit? 
 

Answer:   2 Hour House shows that people can do great things when they are part of 
   something bigger than themselves. It outlines how to break rules and records in the  
   shortest amount of time as possible, by detailing the unique approach to leadership,  
   problem solving, and goal setting-by beginning with the end in mind.

 Question:  What topics does 2HourHouse cover? 
 

Answer:   Time Management, Collaboration, Team Building, Goals Setting, and Clarity of 
   Vision.  Our experiential workshop keeps everyone engage, by constantly  
   reinforcing that success is a game worth playing.
 

     The Takeaway!   

The 2 Hour House brings together industry leaders, strong personalities, egos and competitors who 
can produce exceptional results.
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